
High efficiency robotic arm



Not just lightweight design,it can be installed no matter how low
the factory is

Energy saving/Reduce operating cost

Lightweight design and aluminum material choice can save energy while operating.

The wing is constructed by high rigid aluminum alloy, therefore can downsizing the motor,
saving energy, increase component life and efficiency, and easier to maintenance.

The clean room is limited by the height of factory, height of new lightweight design
machine is 15% lower and is high speed stable model.

High precision Low noise Low vibration High speed

LNC-R6000 Digital robotic arm controller

Use Linux kernel

Equipped with mold document management function

Support import/ export mold document via USB

Provide stacking function and screen of parameter stack

Full graphics interface

Input procedure guidance, easy to learn.

Embedded PLC software (Step Ladder Diagram, STL)

Absorption loop*2 loop

Auto pressure detect if injection molding was left over (Pressure adjustable)

Positive pressure loop*1 loop

Standard function includes a set of positive loop export for clipping or holding.
To detect if injecting molding was left over

Clamp loop*1 loop

The standard clipping function of vice arm, detecting if there’s any remnant was
left on clamp (available for 5 axial model)

Defective item signal

Injection molding machine provides defective item signal to place the defective
item at the designate place

Sampling check

Sampling size can be set and sample will be placed at the designate place

Discharge action at the initial stage

After the auto mode start running, the initial product can be placed at the
designate place

Axial co-movement

Being able to move horizontal, forward, and invert at the same time to shorten
the cycle time of robotic arm

Standby mode

Solving the product of special product is not able to switch to standby mode
when robotic arm is off

Instruction of editing procedure

Editing procedure of robotic arm (including time, speed of each procedure)

Maintenance setting

Maintenance cycle can be set up in controller, and can be shown on screen
as a notification

File management

Naming management can base on different molds, also available for
export/import via USB

User management

To make sure the safety of operating robotic arm, user password setting is
available

Operating record

Recording all operating history to trace and manage

Version upgrade

System version upgrade irregularly or reprogramming software for special
movement

Language setting

Traditional Chinese, Simple Chinese, English are available, to be add more

High efficiency robotic arm Aluminum arm｜Linear slide｜Linear drive

Mounting hole

Model V : 5-axial AC drive series (main arm/ vice arm/ crosswise/ vertical/traverse) servo drive

Lateral route extended specification

Triangle bottom height is 350mm

Triangle bottom height is 550mm

Model lll : tri-axial AC drive series (main arm/ crosswise/ vertical/traverse) servo drive

Max payload includes clamp weight

Powerful and comprehensive function


